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In this thesis, we studied the Schlesinger transformations of Painleve VI equa­
tion. We showed that Painleve VI equation admits Schlesinger transformations 
which relate a given solution of Paileve VI to solution of Painleve VI but with 
different values of the parameters. Using these transformations we obtained 
the corresponding Bäcklund transformations for Painleve VI. Also, we showed 
that the Schlesinger transformations and the corresponding Bäcklund trans­
formations break down if and only if Painleve VI has certain one-parameter 
family of solutions.




PAINLEVE VI DENKLEMİNİN DÖNÜŞÜM ÖZELLİKLERİ
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Bu tezde Painleve VI denklemine ait Schlesinger dönüşümleri incelenmiştir. 
Bu çalışmanın sonununda, Painleve VI denkleminin farklı parametre değer­
leri için olan çözümlerinin arasındaki ilişkiyi veren Schlesinger dönüşümleri 
elde edilmiştir. Buna ilaveten, Painleve VI denkleminin tek parametreli 
çözümlerinin Schlesinger dönüşümlerinin tanımsız olması halinde elde edilebile- 
ceyi gösterilmiştir.
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At the begining of the century Painleve and his school [1] classified the second 
order ODE of the form y" = where F is rational in y', algebraic
in y and locally analytic in i, which have the Painleve property; i.e. their 
solutions are free from movable critical points. They found that, within a 
Möbius transformation, there exist fifty such equations. Distinguished among 
these fifty equations are the so called six Painleve equations PI-PVI. The im- 
portence of these six equations arise from the fact that they are irreducible 
and they can not be integrated in terms of known transcendantal functions, 
so they define new transcendents. Any other of the fifty equations can either 
be integrated in terms of known functions or can be reduced to one of these 
six equations. Although the six Painleve equations were first discovered from 
strictly mathematical considerations, they have recently appeared in several 
physical applications [2],[3],[4].
Explicit transformations and relevant exact solutions admitted by the 
Painleve equations first appeared in the Soviet literature. The main results 
can be summarized as follows [5],[6] :
(i) For certain choices of the parameters, PII-PVI admit one-parameter 
family of solutions expressible in terms of the classical transcendental 
functions: Airy, Bessel, VVeber-Hermite, Whittaker, and hypergeometric 
respectively.
(ii) PII-PV admit transformations which map solutions of a given Painleve 
equation to solutions of the same equation but with different values ot 
the parameters.
(iii) Using these transformations one can construct, for certain choices ot the
parameters, various elementary solutions of PII-PV. These solutions are 
either rational or functions which are related, through repeated differ­
entiations and multiplications, to the classical transcendental functions 
mentioned above.
Later, Fokas and Ablowitz [7] have developed an algorithmic method to 
study the transformation properties of second order ODE’s of the Painleve 
type. The algorithm is as follows:
Given one of the six Painleve equations
y" = P,{y'Y + P^y'+ P:^ ( 1 .1 )
where P\^P2,Pz·! 3.re functions of y, t, and a set of parameters 0. The first 
step is to find the discrete Lie-point symmetries of this equation, i.e., transfor­
mations of the form
=  (1.2)
where the function F  is such that if y(i; 0 ) solves (1.1) with parameters 0 , 
then y{t]Q) solves (1.1) with parameters 0. It is well known that the only 
transformation of the type (1.2) which preserve the Painleve property is the 
Möbius transformation, hence one immediately replaces (1.2) by
y{t·, 0 ) = aiy + «2
azy + «4
(1.3)
where Uj, j  = 1, 2,3,4, are functions of t only. Using (1-3) the Lie-point 
discrete symmetries of (1.1) are easily obtained.
Next step is to find the generalized discrete symmetries ot (1.1), i.e., trans­
formations of the form
2/(t;0 ) = T (y '(í;0 ),y (í;0 ),í), (1.4)
or more generally
»(ii0 ) = n ! / '( i ;0 ),!/(<;0 ).i), (1-5)
where F  is such that v satisfies some second-order equation ot the Painleve 
type. The only transformation of the type (1.5), linear in y', which preserve 
the Painleve property is the one involving the Riccati equation, i.e.,
y' -f ay'  ^+ by + c
u (i;0 ) = ( 1.6)
Gi/ + f y  + 9
where a,b,c ,e , f ,g  depend on t only. The aim is to find a,b,c,t·., J,g such 
that (1.6) define a one-to-one invertible map between solutions y of (1.1) and
solutions V of some second order equation of the Painleve type. In this process 
the equation for v is completely determined. To be more specific, define
/  = + c, J  = ег/ + f y  + y, (1.7)
differentiating (1.6), and using (1.1) to replace y” and (1.6) to replace y\  one 
obtains
Jv' = [Pi -  2eyJ -  f j]v^  + [ -2 P i/J  + P^J + 2ayJ+
bJ + 2eyl  + /7  -  (е'г/ + f 'y  + g')]v+ (1.8)
[Pi7^ -  P2I  + P3 -  2ayl  - h i  P a'y'  ^+ b'y + c'].
There are two cases to be distinguished :
(A) Find a,b,c,e, f , g  such that (1.8) reduce to linear equation for y,
A{v',v,t)y + = 0. (1.9)
Having determined a,b ,c ,e , f  upon substitution of у = —Р /Л  in (1.6) 
one determines the equation for v, which will be one of the fifty equations 
of Painleve.
(B) Find a,b,c,e, f , g  such that (1.8) reduces to a quadratic equation for y,
A{v', V, + B{v\  u, t)y + C{v\ u, t) = 0. (1.10)
Then (1.6) yields an equation for v which is quadratic in the second 
derivative.
Using this method they have recovered most of the results given in the Soviet 
literature and obtained some new ones . For PVI they obtained the following 
results:
Let y{t\ a, /3,7 , 6) be a solution of PVI:
// 1 1 
y" = -  -  + ----- г +
1 \ П  1 1
ІуГ  -  7 + +2 \2 / i / ~ l  У ~ t J \ i  i — 1 У — t
y(y — l)(y — t) /  t t — l t{t — 1)
У
\  · ' ' , / ·  ‘ { y - i r  i v - t r
Then y{t·, are also solutions of PVI, where
j/(i;« ,/i,7 ,i)  = ty{\]a,/3,'y,6)]
a = a, 13 = 13, 7 = + 1, i  = - 7  + 1,
= 1 -  y(l -  ¿;cv,/?,7 ,i);
a = a, /3 = - 7 , 7 = -f3, 6 = 6,
( 1.11)
( 1 . 1 2 )
(1.13)
j/(i; â, 7, ^) =  1 -  (1 -  î )î/(y^ ;  a, /3,7 , S)·, 
oc = a, p = S - \ ,  7 = -/?, i = - 7  + | ,
S =  .  + 2((i + 1) ,  -  2 0 f  -  +  ( i z i l î  _  (, +  1)
/C$ '
a = l [ ( - 2/J)·/^ -  l ] \  = - l [ ( 2o)'/^ + l]^
K,fJL




i  X j.i  = « + — .
where
$ ^ (A + K + l)i___________+ 1) _  /^ 1 , ^
2 { t - l ) y  2 ( i - l )  V2 4Î/ 2( i - l )
= $2 _j_
«; = (-2^)i/2 _  (2a)i/2 -  1, A = (-2/?)V2 + (2a y / \
' '  =  ^ 5 “ ^ · ' ' ) ·  '' = ^ * - ı  + ( î  + İ
(1.16)
These were the first transformations for PVI. It should be noticed that these 
transformations can not be used to generate infinite hierarchy of exact solu­
tions. This follows from the fact that a finite number of applications of these 
transformations yields the identity. For example, one obtains the identity af­
ter three consecutive application of (1.14) and two consecutive applications of 
(1.15).
Another type of transformations for PVI was found by Kitaev [8]. These 
transformations, which can be considered as an analog of the well-known 
quadratic transformations for the hypergeometric functions, relate a given so­
lution y(t) of PVI to a solution y{s) of PVI, where s is connected with t by a 
quadratic relation. The application of these transformations is limited, since 
they are only valid for specific values of the parameters, a  = |  or | ,  = —1,
and S
The Schlesinger transformations of the Painleve equations have been discov­
ered during the implementation of the so-called inverse monodromie method, 
an extension of the inverse spectral method to ODE’s [9],[10],[11],[12],[13],[14]. 
In order to apply the inverse monodromy method, it is necessary to study 
the analytical structure of the solution of the associated monodromy prob­
lem, Yz — AV, where z plays the role of the spectral parameter. It turns out 
that there exists a .sectionary meromorphic function Y{z), with certain jumps 
across certain contours in the complex ¿r-plane; these jumps are specified by 
the so-called monodromy data, MD. It turns out that it is possible to find an 
appropriate transformations for the parameters of the Painleve equation such 
that the MD are invariant. These transformations can be found in closed form, 
by solving a certain simple Riemann-Hilbert problems [15].
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The Schlesinger transformations of PII-PV have been studied by Mugan 
and Fokas [16]. Using these transformations they re-drive some of the well 
known Biicklund transformations of Painleve equations. Using the same pro­
cedure we will investigate the Schlesinger transformations of PVI [17].
This thesis is organized as follows:
In chapter 2 the monodromy problem associated with PVI is given and the 
analytic structure of V{z) is obtained.
Chapter 3 consists of the Schlesinger transformations and the associated 
Bäcklund transformations of PVI.
In chapter 4 the one-parameter family of solutions of PVI is obtained from the 
associated transformations.
Chapter 2
The monodrom y problem  of PV I
In this chapter we present the linear equation associated with PVI and study 
the analytical structure of the solution of this equation.
2.1 The sixth  Painleve equation
It is known that PVI, 
<Py 1 /1 1
-77^  = 77 -  + +dt“^ 2 \rj y — l y — t j \ d t t t — 1 y — 11 dt
V ^ ( y - i Y  ( y - t )
(2.1)
i»(l -  1)’ 2 / ’







A(Z) = ^  + A l
z z — L z —
Uq + 00 —WqUo
t
= B {z )Y {zA \
an{z) ai2(z)
ci2i(z) a22{z)
lOo^Uo + Oo) -uo
Ui  +  Ot —WtUt
t o ^ ^ { u i  +  0 t )  - U t
> "^ 1 “  1 _1
til "b —to 1 til
u>i ' (u] ~l· 0j) — ti]




^oo — ~(-^o + /li + At) —
Ki 0
0 «2
/vi + «2 =  ~(^0 + + ^i))
_  W qU q W \ U i  lUtUt  _
au[z) -  —  -  ^ ^
Uo +  Oq U i  +  $1 Ut  -l· 0 t  U = au{y) -  ---------- 1- —----+
K\ — K2 — 0Q
k{z -  y)
^ 0
U =  - a 2 2 { y )  =  i i ------- ^ ^
I
- t  ’
y y - 1  y - t
Then
(2.4)
Uo -l· Ul -l· Ut —
Uq 00 , U\ 0\ Ut -f 0t
IOqUo + lOiXii + WtUt = 0,
+ + =  0 ,
Wo W i  Wt
(t + l)ti;otio + twiUi + wtUt = k, twoUo = k{t)y,
which are solved as,
lOo = ky
t uo ’
,n = _  H y - t )
 ^ u\{t — 1) ’  ^ t{t — l)ut ’
(2.5)
Uo = ■{y(y -  1)(2/ -  t)ur.2
Ul = -
t0o.
+[^\{y -  )^ + i0t{y -  1) -  2K2(i/ -  l)(i/ -  t)]u
+ ^ 2(2/ — i — 1) — ^2(01 + t0t)}i
2 / - 1  f. /. 1X/ .N-2■{y(y -  1)(2/ -  t)u
Ut =
{t -  1)0.
+ [(^1 + 0oo){y -  0  + -  1) -  2 k2(2/ -  l)(i/ -  t)]u
T^2(i/ ~ 0  ~ ^2(^ 1 + i0t) ~ /^ 1^ 2})
+[0\(y - t )  + t{0t + 0oo){y -  1) -  2/i2(2/ -  l)(i/ -
+ /^ 2(2/ ~ 1) ~ l^ 2{0\ + i0t) ~ tKifi2}.
The equation Y~t = Vtz implies 




i ( i - l )
2« - ^ -  "■
0, - 1'
1
y y -  i y - i  J '
■{[-3j/  ^+ 2(i + l ) t / - i ] U
+ [(2j/ — t — 1)00 + (2j/ — l)0\ + (2y — l)(0i — l)]u
— Avi(/v2 + 1)},
L t ! i -  10 - u
k i t "  ' i ( i - l ) '
(2 ,6)
(2.7)
Thus y satisfies the six Painleve equation (2.1), with the parameters
= 0 = - \ e i  1 = \»1  i  = (2.8)a
2.2 D irect Problem
The essence of the direct problem is to establish the analytic structure of Y  
with respect to z, in the entire complex 2r-plane. Since (2.2) is a linear ODE in 
z, the analytic structure is completely determined by its singular points. The 
equation (2.2) has regular singular points at z = 0,l,i,o o .
It is well known that if the coefficient matrix of the linear ODE has an 
isolated singularity at z = 0, then the solution in the neighborhood of z = 0 
can be obtained via a convergent power series. In this particular case the 
solution Yo{z) = (Fq^^^ (z), Yq^ ^\z)), for Oo ^  n ,n  e Z has the form
Yo — Yo{z)z^° — Go{I + YoiZ + Yo2Z^  + ...) rDo (2.9)
where
Go =
 ^ 2ko loWoUo ''
~ ~  Zo(wo +  ^o) 1 
\  Wo /
detGo — Ij D q —
ko =  koG°^ °^ \^ Iq =  /qC ¿0? 0^




( 2 . 10)
and >01 satisfies the following equation :
iza
Foi + [You Do] = - G ^ \ A , G o  -  (2.11)
If =  n ,n  € Z then the solution >o(^) may or may not have the logz term. 
The monodromy matrix about z =  0 is given as
ro(ze2- )  = ro(^)e'‘"^‘>. (2.12)
The solution Ti(z) = (V/'^(z), t /^^(z)), of equation (2.2) in the neighbor­
hood of the regular singular point z = 1 for 0i ^  n ,n  € Z has the form




 ^ 2k\ liW\Ui ^
. ~ ~  h{u\ + ^i) ,
\  W\ /
detGi — 1, JDi =
9i 0 
0 0
= kie^dt}^ h = ki,li = constant,
/ ‘ I f  , 1(Ti -  / ----- -  Mi +  t/j--------- \dsn\
J s — I wi
and Yu satisfies the following equation :
Yn +  [yn,Di] = G-i ^{AqG \ ---- ^ ) ·
(2.14)
(2.15)
If 0\ = n ,n  E Z then the solution Yi{z) may or may not have the log(2 — 1) 
term.
The monodromy matrix about z = 1 is given as
(2.16)
The solution Yt{z) = (Yy\z) ,Y i^^ \z)) ,  of equation (2.2) in the neighbor­
hood of the regular singular point z = t (ov Ot ^  n ,n  E Zi has the form
Ti = Y{z){z -  t f ^  = Gt{I + Tii(^ -  0  + yt2{z - t ) ^  + .. .){z -  t f \  (2.17)Dt
where
Gt =
 ^ 2ki /¿lOiMi
Ok·
—  it{nt + et) 
Wt
, detGt — 1) Dt —
Ot 0
0 0
kt = = /(6 kt,lt = constant,
(2.18)
i  A i , /1 woUo. 1 ,, till Ml ,
cTi= [-(uo + ^0--------- ) 4------- r((^i T --------- )]ds',J s Wt s -  1 Wt
and Til satisfies the following equation :
K„ + [r„,Al = Gr'(^G.). (2.19)
If Ot = n,n  G Z then the solution Yt{z) may or may not have the log(z — t) 
term.
The monodromy matrix about z = t \s given as
Vt(ze^^^) = Vt(z)e^‘^ ^‘. (2.20)
The solution Yoo(z) = (Vj^^(z),V^\z)),  of equation (2.2) in the neighbor­
hood of the regular singular point z = oo for 0oo n,n  ^ Z has the form
/ 1 \ Ooo 1 / 1 \  2 / 1 \






^1 = ' ^ 0  +  ^ 1 +  W(,  K i  — K 2  =  Ooo, K \  K 2  —  — { 9 o  +  +  ^i ) ;
and y^i satisfies the following equation :
i^ ooi + [ i^ i , T>oo] = ~ (^ i + ^^ U)· (2.23)
U Ooo — n,n  ^ Z then the solution Yoo(z) niay or may not have the log 7 term.
The monodromy matrix about 0 = 00 is given as
Yoo{ze^‘^ ) = Yoo(z)e-^'^^-. (2.24)
2.2.1 M onodrom y D ata
Yo, Yii Yt and Yoo are solutions of the same linear equation (2.2), therefore there 
are matrices, Ej, j  = 0, l , i ,  independent of  ^ such that
Yoo{z)^Yi(z)Ei, E i = l · ' ;  ''*■], detEi = Y ¿ = 0 ,l ,i .  (2.25)
V Ct· Vi j
Let Tco(^o) be the solution of equation (2.2) a.t z = zq where zq 7^  0, 1, i is a 
point in the complex z-plane. Starting from the point  ^ = zq, it we describe a 
closed path around the branch point z = 0, then equations (2.12) and (2.25) 
imply
Vooi^o) = (2.26)
If we continue and describe a closed path around the branch point z = I, then 




Similarly, after enclosing the branch point z = t, equations (2.24),(2.25) and 
(2.27) give
Yooizo) = (2.28)
Therefore, comparing the equations (2.24) and (2.28) we find that the mon- 
odromy data MD — {no,iyo,Co,r]o, l t^, should satisfy the
following consistency condition:
{Eo^e^^^^°Eo)(Ei^e^^^^^Ei){E;-^e‘^^^^‘Et) = (2.29)
The trace of (2.29) reads
cos7t(^o ~ i^)(Co/^o i^i i^ + Vo^ ol-i'iCi ~ VofJ'Oi''iCi ~
cos7t(6>0 + ı^)(^ 'oCol'ıCı + |J'or|o^''lm -  f ioCoi^iVi -  i"o?7o/iiCi) = (2.30)
¡.ItTJt COS7r(^i +  0 o o )  -  ViCt COS7r(ili -  ^oo)·
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Chapter 3
Transform ations Of PV I
In this chapter we will study the Schlesinger transformations of the linear 
system (2.2). Using these transformations we will obtain Bäcklund transfor­
mations for PVI.
3.1 Schlesinger Transformations
Let R{z) be the transformation matrix which transforms the solution of the 
linear problem (2.2) as ;
Y ' ^ R ( z ) Y ( z ) ,  (3.1)
but leaves the monodromy data associated with Y{z) the same. Let u'{, lu'i,
$'I = Oi + Xi be the transformed quantities of ui, lu,·, 0i, i = 0, l,i,oo . The 
consistency condition of the monodromy data (2.29) or (2..30) is invariant under 
the transformation if A] + Ao = k, Ai — Aq = /, Aoo + Aj = m, X^ — X^  = n, 
where k, l ,m,n ,  are either all odd or all even integers. It is enough to consider
12
the following three cases;
a : <
O'q — 0^ 4" Aq
e\ = ey
o't =
0 OO -- O^O ”h Aqo ,
b:
0'o = Oo
9'I = 1^ + Ai 
O't = 9t
9 oo ~  9oo 4“ Aqo,
(3.2)
c : <
9'o = 9o 
9\ = 9,
9't = 4" Ai
9 oo — 9(x, 4“ Aqo,
for Aj =  ± 1, ; = 0, 1, i, oo.
Let the complex 2-plane be divided into two sectors by an infinite con­
tour C passing through the points 2 = 0, l , i  and let,
R{z) = R^{z), when 2 e 6'^. 
Then the transformation (3.1) can be written as
[K*]' = R^{z)Y'^{z) when 2 G 5'*,
(3.3)
(3.4)
and the monodromy matrices (2.12), (2.16), (2.20) and (2.24) about 2 = 





R ^ z )  = R-{z) on
R+{z) = R-{ze^^^) on
R+{z) = R-{z) on cr
R+{z) = R - { z ^ ‘^ ) on cr,
R ^ z )  = R-{z) on cr
R+{z) = /?-(2c2‘^ ) on ct.
(3.5)
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where C f ,  i =  0, 1, i are parts of the contour G with the initial points =  0, 1, i 
respectively. The boundary conditions for the RH-problems are as follows;
6 :
' i?+ ~  ^¿{z)z^ °Y G \z) as z - ^ 0,
R+ ^  Y { ( z ) Y f \ z )  as z - ^ 1,
R + ^ Y / ( z ) Y r ^ ( z )  as z t,
R+^Y'(z)Yo~^(z) as
R+ ~  y['(z)(z -  as
R+ ~  Y / ( z ) Y r \ z )  as
R+^Y '(z )Yo- ' (^ )
R+ ~  Y/(z)YY^(z) as
z GS+ 
z e S+ 
¿r € 5+
1 OO, 2 € 5 + ,
z 0, z e s +
z - ^  1, z e
z —>■ t, z € 5+
1^:1 ^  oo, ^ e S+,
^ - > 0, z e S'^
z - ^  1, z e S'^
z ^  t, z e S+





' A .· 0
0 0
i(A ^ -A i)  0
0 ~|(Aoo + At)
For each case a, b and c there exist a function R(z) which is analytic everywhere 
and the boundary conditions (3.6) specify R(z).
Solving the RH-problem for each case we find the following transformation 
matrices Rj{z)^ j  = 1, 2, · · ·, 12 :
z = 0, 1, i.
O'o = Oq \
o\ = e,
O't = Ot
, O'oo = o^o +  1)
R[\){z) = (3.8)
O'o =  0 0 -1
0\  = 0,
O't = Ot














Т + ’0 = '/0 










‘Т - °°0 = °°/0 
’0 = ’/0 







‘I 4- ~0 = °°,0 
’0 = '/0 





‘e+‘« “ I ,





I - °°0 = °"/0 
’0 = '/0 
ΐ - '0 = /^0 
°0 = "/0
, Ulm U— \ / ΐ 0 \
(ει·ε)·( ,+('-") 0 0
‘T + ‘"0 = ~ 0 
’0 = '/0 











‘T - ~0 = °°/0 
’0 = ’/0 
0^ = /^0 




‘T + °°0 = ~/0 1 
’0 = ’/0 
0^ = S0 
ΐ - “0 = °/0
— &0 
0\ = 6, 
e't = e t - i  







1  ^ -  t
,(3.17)
e'o = Oo 
0 \  = 01 
0' t  =  0 i - i






U t Wt  ^  
ut-^ Ot^ Z — t
,(3.18)
0'o = 00 
0\ = 01 
0't = + 1
0'oo = o^o — 1,







1 fux + ^   ^Ut +  01






and Hi, lOi, i = 0 , l , t  are given in (2.6).




= A'(z)Y', A’(z) = [fl(z)/l(.-) +  §:R{z)]R-<(z). (3.21)
Therefore, the entries u'i, lo'i, i = 0,1, i of the coefficient matrix A'{z)
can be determined in terms of the entries Ui Wi, i = 0,1, t of A{z).
Let R(j){z) and R(k){z) be any transformation matrices which shift the pa­
rameters 00, 01, 0«, 0OO to 00 + Ao, 01 + Ai, 0t + Ai, 0OO + Aoo and 
00 + A'o, 01 + A'l, 0t + A'i, 0OO + A'oo respectively. The solution Y{z, i; Ui,ro,·) 
of equation (2.2) is transformed under the transformation matrix R( j^){z) as;
Y'{z, i] u'i, w'i) = R(j){z, t·, Ui, Wi)Y{z, t] Ui, lOi).
Applying the transformation matrix R(k){^) to Y'{z) one obtains;
Y"{z, t] u"i, w"i) = R(k){z, t] u'i, w'i)Y'{z, t] ll'i, w'i)
= R(k){z, t·, u'i, Xo'i)Ri j^){z, t] Ui, Wi)Y{z, t\Ui, lOi).
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Since u'i, w'i can be determined in terms of u;, Wi, i =  0,1, t, one can obtain a 
transformation matrix R(z,t]Ui,Wi) — which
shifts the parameters 0q, O-i, 6t, Ooo to + A'o, +  Aj + A'l, 9t + \t  +
A'i, 0OO +  Aoo + A'oo· Therefore, using the transformation matrices R(j), j  = 
1,2, •••,12, one can obtain the transformation matrix R{z) which shifts the 
parameters Oq, Oi, 9t, 9oo by any integers. For examples, the transformation 
matrices R(3,6)(z) = R(3){z)R(6){z), R(4.8){^) = JR'{4){z)R(8){z) and R(i,7){z) = 
R(i){z)R(7){z) are given as follows:
9'o — 0^ ~ 1 
9\ =9,  + l 
9't = 9i 
9'^ =9^,
9'o — 9q 1 
9\  = 9 , - 1  
9\ = 9t 
9'oo = Ooo,
O'o — + 1
9', =9,  + l
^ . r , 1 / —a;i(uo + i>o) lOiiuoUo
R{3,6){^) = I  + - \  . ^  .
^3 \ — (U q +  C'o) W q U q
T3 = tyi(uo + 6*o) -  UqIOo
r , W  - W o { u , + 9 , )  Wo l Ol Ui  \ 1
(^4,8)(^ ) = / + -  '
(3.24)
‘>'4 y  — ( t i l + i ^ l )  I V it l ,  /  
7'4 =  w o { u ,  +  -  г ¿ ıг « ı
n  /   ^ r , 1R(1,7)\^) — I z -\------------
9't = 01 i o , - w o \  -1  Wo
(3.25)
(3.26)
fj/ _ fj ^OO -- O^O )
Note that, if
Y'{z, t; 9'o, 9'uO't, O'oo) = Ru){z, t- 9o, 9 , A ,  Ooo)Y{z, t-9o, OuOt, Ooo), (3.27)
and
r"(z, ¡¡r„, « ' ' „ r „ r „ )  = % , ( z , O ' , , ( i ' „ ) r ( ^ , i ; t f ' „ ,
(.3.28)
then
% + ,)(2, i; O'o, O' , , O't, 0'^)R^,){z, t-9o, 0,,0,, 0^ )  = I
for j> = 1,3 ,5 ,7 ,9 ,11.
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3.2 Bäcklund Transform ations For P V I
As we have shown in the previous section, equation (3.21) gives the relation 
between u,·, to,· and the transformed quantities u'i, w'i, i — 0, l , t .  Using these 
relations and the equation (2.5.d)
k' — (¿4" “H tv!\Xo'\ -f- u\w't, (3.30)
one obtains u'qw'q and k' in terms of u ,’s, u;,’s. Thus, the transformation 
between the solution y(t) for the parameters a, 7 , S and the solution y'{t) for 
the parameters of PVI can be obtained using the equation (2.5.e):
, I u 'q w 'q
y = — O— · (3.31)
The transformations between the solutions of PVI obtained via the 
Schlesinger transformation matrices = 1, 2, •••,12 may be listed as
follows:
R(^i){z) : uqW o = wq (l«i -  Wq) til
W i Wo
, 1 / .. /tif + ti(+ -(wc -  to o ) ----------------
t V 10( Wq
k — ^oqWq^
a' = | [ x ^ + i p ,  ß ' = - k [ ^ + l ] \  y  = 7, S' =  S.
(3..32)
R{2){z) ■ u'ow'o = (Ö0 -  1)7'2 +
/ Uj -}- 0} Uq 0q\  / Uq 4" 0\ 
U \ W i [
V Uitüi
0 1
Ut Wi  f U t  +  Ot Uq+Oq \ /  Up 4- 0 Q __ 1
Ut Wt  V qV)q J V XloWot
V oW q j  \  U o Wq lOi 
Wl r l
k' — {t — l)tiiUii 4" [^ 1 T tißo — 0\ 1)4"
2(f -  l)u,w,  ‘ tio 4- 2r-2 -  t'o o -------------- f - i itiotOo tü] /  J UoXOq
=  ß ' = - i [ - / = 2 ß ~ i ? ,  y = 7 .  <*' =  <5.
T?(3)(2) : uqW o -  —■ —
UqWq f  UqWq
-  IVl
/itiuii til 4-i^ i 
VtlOi Vtio 4-Ö0 V iotito tio 4-^ 0





-  tOt KiioWo uq OqJ (0.34)
(3.33)
a' = l [ V ^ - l \ \  7'=  7, i ' = 6-
18
-^(4)(·^ ) · u'qw'q — ~{θο + 1)Г2 +
f  Ul θ\
+  -
V гѵі
I f u t  + Ot u t \ ( w t
WqJ \Wo
^ - 1
—  — - 1
; Д 2^)t \  Wt Wq/  \lUo
k! =  —tU{)WQ — [¿(^0 +  +  1) +  0^ +  ¿^ +  1 +
2— (гоо -  Wt) + 2t —  {wQ -  Wi)]r2 -  — r], 
Wo Wo Wo
(3.35)
% ) ( ^ )
α ' = Ι ΐ ν ^ - ψ ,  /?' =  - 1 [ У = 2 ? + і Р ,  У  =  7, <' =  <·






=  β' =  β,  У  =  | [ v/27  +  1] ,^ δ' =  δ.
U\ +01 1
(3.36)
u'ow'o = —UqWo — 00 -  2uoWo '^2 +
/ U q +  00  U\ 0 \  \  f  U\  θ \  1 \  2
U o W o ------------------------------------ · Í -----------------------------IV UqWq UiWi UilUi Wo j ·  24
k' — —tuoWo — [01 -  1 +  i ( l  -  00 +  0 i ) -
2iuotoo
U\ + 01 
U\W\ Wo
Ui +  01 2 
Г2 -  0OO-----------rUllUi 2 4
β' =  β, i  =  δ ' =  8.
R{7){z) : u'ow'o =
U\Wi fUo +  00 UoWo
Wo \U i  +  01гіігоі UiWi
Wo
гіігиі \
til + 01 /
Ui + 01
α ' = ί ΐ ν ^ + ψ ,  β' = β, ί '  = ί.
Л(8)(г) и oW о =  —UoWo —
f  Uo +  00
0 o - 2 u o f — - 1  Viüi Г2 +
W\J \  Wi\ I \ -  r  2\  Wo
y  = —tuoWo + [01 + 1 (^1 + 00 + 0i) +










Uo +  00
Wo
Uo
WtR{9){z) : itoW^ o = Wt{wo -
y  = -OooWt,
a ' = \ [ ^ + l \ \  /?' =  /? 7' =  7, y  =  i  -  1 (n/ T ^ + I p
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-R(10)(^) : u'ow'o =  -tuoWo 9o -  2uqWo Ut + 9t 1
UtlOt
u q W o / « 0  + ^0 M{ 4- 9t
’^2 +
k' = {t — l)uiiyi +
«0^0 UtV) t
0\ — t{9t — 1) — 2u\W\
 ^ Ut-{-9t 2^
o^o 2^)










a' = i [ v ^ - i p ,  /?' = /?, y  = 7, i' = i - i [ y r r ^ - i p .
R(n){z) : u'ow'o =
k' = - f c
Ut  +  
ihwt
UtlOt
W q \ U i  6 1
(^ ¿0 +  -  UqWq
U^t +  dt'
a' = l [ y ^ + l ] 2, ¡3' = ^,  y  = 7 ,  i ' =
R { \ 2 ) { z ) ; u 'q w 'q =  - t u Q W Q  -
k' = —tuoioo — 
Ooo 2
r2 +¿^0 — 2uo ( — — 1
\lOt /
1 / 0^ + 0^ w o \/^
t \  Wo l O t ) \ W t  )
0^ + 4" 1 ~ ¿(1 4" 9i) — 2uq ( ----- 1






« '= i [ v ^ - l ] 2 ,  y  = /?, y  = 7, =
where Uj·, W{, i = 0, l , t  and 7'i, T2 are given in the equations (2.6) and (3.20) 
respectively.
The transformations (3.32)-(3.43) give implicit relations between and 
y{t). Therefore, in order to obtain y'{t) one should proceeds as follows: Firstly, 
one uses the equation (2.8) to obtain the parameters 9i, i = 0, l , t ,oo,  and 
then equation (2.4.b) to obtain /Ci ,K2· Second step, using equation (2.7.a) one 
gets u which is substituted in (2.4.e) to obtain u. Next step, substituting i?,’s, 
/Cl, K2 and u in (2.6) u,·, wi i = 0, l , i  can be obtained in terms of y{t). Having 
obtained Uj’s, wi's one easily calculates u'qw'o, and k\  Lastly, using equation 
(3.31) we obtain y'{t) in terms of y{t).
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Chapter 4
O ne-Param eter Families Of Solutions Of PV I
Lukashevich and Yablonskii [6] have pi’oved that PVI admit one-parameter 
family of solutions characterized by the Riccati equation
-  1 )^  = + (Ai -  /.i)y + \/-2^i,
if
and
1 ^  0
where
— a —/3 — ^  — 6 — a — /3 + 'y + S
A = ---- ; = ------------------- , /.i =
If we define v as
tit — \)idvldt) 1
y ^ - ~ -----A ·' ^   ^ = 7— 7, « 7^ 0,
y / ^  V ’ 1 — i
then u(s) satisfy the hypergeometric equation
dv




+ P -  6a/? + 2(a -  fd){8 -  7 ) + ((? + 7 ) + 2(a -  ^ -  7 ) (4.3)




(4.7)Oil = Pi = y f ^ p ,  7i = A.
The same result has been redrived by Fokas and Ablowits [7]. They noticed 
that the transformation (1.15) breaks down if and only if = 0, = 0 (see
equation (1.16)), which nothing but (4.1).
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Following the observation of Fokas and Ablowitz it is possible to redrive 
the one-parameter family of solution (4.1) and to find some new ones using the 
Schlesinger transformations and the corresponding Backlund transformations 
of PVI. First of all the linear problem and hence the Schlesinger transforma­
tions are well defined if and only if Uj, wj 7^  0,  ^= 0, l , t  and 600 7^  0. Using
equation (2.5), one can find that this restriction is violated if one of the fol­
lowing is true:
uq — Ui = Ut = 0 and K2 = 0,
uo = ui = Ut + Ot = 0 and + Ot = 0,
uq = u\ + 0i = Ut = 0 and K2 + 0\ = 0,
uq — Ui 6\ =  Ut Of — 0 and K2 -1- ^1 4· — 0,
Uq + Oo = Ui = Ut = 0 and K2 + Oq = 0,
uq 9q = u\ = Ut Ot — 0 and K2 -f· 0^ "h — 0,
uo + Oo = ui + 01 = Ut = 0 and K2 + 60 + 0i = 0,
or uq Oq — u\ -{■ 0\ = Ut Ot — 0 and K2 Oo Ot — 0·
Using equations (2.4),(2.7) we find the following one-parameter families of so­
lutions respectively :
t{t — 1)·^  = (1 ~ 0oo)y  ^— [^ 0 +  +  1 + (^^ 0 + 0i)\y -f Oot.,
at
Oq 0\ Ot Ooo — 0·
(4.8)
t[t — 1) ^  — (1 ~ ^00)2/^  — [1 + 0^ ~ + ^i)]y + Oot,at
Oo 0i — Ot Ooo — 0·
dyt{t — 1)·^ “  (1 ~ ^oo)j/  ^— [1 + 0^ + + f (^ 0 ~ d\)]y -]- Oot,
Oo ~ 0\ Ot -\· Ooo — 0·
dy
t(t — 1)·^ = (1 ~ ^00)2/^  — [1 + 0^ ~ + t{do — 0\)]y -f Oot,
Oq — 0\ — 9t Ooo — 0·
dyt{t -  1 ) ^  = (1 -  9oo)y  ^ - [ l  + 9 t - 0 o -  t{9o -  Oi)]y -  Oot, 
at
—Oo + 1^ + + Ooo — 0·
dy
t{t -  1 ) ^  = (1 -  0oo)y  ^ - [ l - O t - O o -  t{0o -  0,)]y -  Oot,
Oo — 0\ -\- Ot — Ooo — 0·
,dyt{t — f)·^  (1 “  0oo)y  ^— Ot — Oo — t[0o + 0i)]y — Oot,
0^ 4" — Ot — Ooo — 0.
dyt{t -  1 ) ^  = (1 -  0oo)y  ^ - [ l - O t - O o -  t{0o + 0 )^]y -  Oot, 
at









It also possible to obtain other one parameter family of solutions from some 
of the Backlund transformations of PVI. For example, the transformation (3.35) 
break clowns if and only if k' = u 'q w 'q = 0. This implies k — 0 and hence one 
of the equations (4.8)-(4.15), or
(^ 0 + 1) — 1 / tct + Ot _  ^Wi woJKwo )  t\  Wt WoJKwo 2^,
iuoU>o +[i(^oT^i + 1) "F^0+ "b 1+ 2—■[wo — Wt)-\-2t — (ryo~'i^i)]^2d---- 2^ ~  0·
Wo Wo Wo
(4.16)
■ I  =  0.
(4.17)
(4.18)
Using the equation (2.6), the equations (4.16) and (4.17) become
{y ~  l)(i/ ~ "F [^\{y ■“ 0  "F ^t{y — l)]fi — — «^2(^ 1 +  &t)
+(00 + l)(0oo — 1) = 0
and
y{y -  l)(i/ -  + [0i(2/ - i )  + i H y  -  1) -  2(/C2 + 0OO- i){y -  l)(i/ -  t)]u
+ («2 + 0OO ~ 1)^ J/ ~ ¿[^ 2 + ^20i ~ (0OO ~ I)(01 + 00 +  1)]
— [«2 + f^ 20\ ~ (0OO ~ l)(0i + 00 + 1)] = 0
(4.19)
Solving these two equations we find









(k — 01 — Ot){n + 01 + 0«)(k — 01 + 0i)(^ + 01 ~ 0«) — 0,
/c = 0OO -  00 -  2 7^  0.
If
^ = 0OO — 00 — 2 = 0,
then equations (4.16) and (4.17) give
-  02 C'l — 1^1
and
t[t — l)-jj  = (0OO — 1)2/'^  — [¿(00 + a) + 00 “  ii + l]y + ¿00at
where a is such that = 0\. This result consides with the result of Lukashevich 
and Yablonskii [6] with the choice = 0q. The choice \ / ^  = —0q can be ob­
tain by using the transformation (3.33) instate of (3.35). The transformations 
(3.37) and (3.39) ((3.41) and (3.43)) give similar results to the transformations 
(3.33) and (3.35) but with the roles of 0q and 0i(0j) be exchanged.
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4.1 R ational solutions o f P V I
Using the one-parameter family of solutions and the transformations (3.32)- 
(3.43) one can obtain infinite hierarchies of rational solutions of PVI. But 
to use these transformations it should be noticed that one should start with 
the solution y[t) of PVI for the parameters a,/3,'y,6 (^ ooi ^i, ^t) such that 
Oj^j — 0, l , i ,oo do not satisfy the certain conditions under which PVI can be 
reduced to Riccati equation. Since, under these restrictions on 0j, j  =  0, 1, i, oo 
the transformations break down. One can avoid these restrictions by using 
discrete symmetries (2.12)-(2.15). For example, if we choose Oq =  0, 0i =Q
1, = —2, o^o =  1, then equation (4.4) implies 2/ =  p  ^ — constant. Starting
with the solution
i/o(i) =
Q!o = 0, ^0 = 0, 7o = 8q = —32’
(4.26)
then the transformation (1.14) yields,
?/i(t) =  1 -  c(t -  1)2;
«1 =0, /?i = -2, 7i =0, 1^ = 0.
Using (4.23) in the transformation (1.15) we obtain [7]
t(ct2 — 2ct -b c — 1)
2ci^ — 3cf2 -f c — 1 ’






Then the application of transformation (3.40) twice gives
t[ct^ — 3ci2 -(- 3ct — 3/ — c 4- 1)
ys{t) = 2(c/'‘ -  2cf3 + 2ci -  2i -  c + 1) ’
and
yA{t) =
o iz =  8, 3^ — — 73 — 8 z  —  0,
i(cF‘ — 4c/  ^ -f 6ci  ^— — 4ci + 4t — 1)
2cf5 -  5c/'' -b 10cf2 -  10/2 4- -lOci -b lOi -h 3c -  3 ’
25 ^ 1  ^ A ^«4 = 7T> Ti = o ’ = “ o·
(4.29)
(4.30)
respectively. It can be verified that j/i(i)) * = U2,3,4 satisfy PVI. Following 
the same procedure one can generate infinitely many rational solutions of PVI 




Transformation properties of Painleve equations was, the subject of extensive 
investigations. However, the first transformations for PVI were obtained in 
1982 [7]. Although these were important results, they were not enough to gen­
erate infinite hierarchies of exact solutions. This follows from the fact that a 
finite product of these transformations yields the identity. Another transfor­
mation for PVI was obtained in 1991 [8]. To use this transformation there are 
very strong restrictions, and this restrict the usage of this transformation.
It is well known[15] that one can use the Schlesinger transformations as­
sociated with a given Painleve equation to obtain Bäcklund tran.sformations 
for this equation . Using this fact we studied the Schlesinger transformation 
of PVI. We show that the linear problem associated with PVI admit transfor­
mations which shift the parameters of PVI, Oj] j  = 0, l,i,o o , by integers and 
leave the monodromy data the same. Among these transformations there are 
twelve basic transformations which can be obtained in closed form by solving 
some simple RH-problems. All other transformations can be obtained using 
these basic ones. Since these transformations shifts the parameters by integers, 
any finite product of them does not give the identity. Moreover, these trans­
formations break down if and only if the solution y of PVI satisfies certain one 
parameter families of solutions. Therefore, using these transformations and the 
discrete symmetries [7] one can generate infinite hierarchies of exact solutions. 
In addition, one should notice that if the solution of PVI is known for some 
intervals, aj < Oj < aj -f 1; j  = 0, l,i,oo , then one can use the Schlesinger 
transformations to obtain the solution for any other values of 0/s.
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